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DECEMBER 2018 / JANUARY 2019
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to our December/January 2018/19 issue of the magazine.
As this year’s club activities are about to come to a close, I normally take time here to reflect on what
we
have
achieved
as
a
club
and
look
forward
to
next
year.
I think most will agree it has been an exceptional year, with so much going on, it’s been nonstop,
month on month. Our year started with a visit to Bovington for the spring show in February. Our show
year ended just a few weeks back in late November with a display at Bugle Call. In between them, we
attended 10 other shows, and with our own that made 13! We also managed to display at the RAF100
event in Braishfield. The shows are a great opportunity to demonstrate the skilful modellers we have
in the club and the commitment many of you have to the hobby. I wonder just how many different
models we displayed this year? It’s very encouraging to see the hobby flourishing so well in the club.
Our third model show in July was a success once more and despite some tough moments, we made a
profit again, with a good portion of this going to charity, and more importantly, secured our place I
believe in the show calendar. Next year of course we are going in with both feet with a move to
Crosfield Hall. Based on the responses and support we’ve had from traders and model clubs, it should
be another great day for us.
I was thrilled that we also got together outside of the meeting nights and visited some museums,
Goodwood (I know, not officially, but I have to include Duncan and Steve E somehow!), and of course
some club members paid another visit to France and Belgium. I particularly enjoyed the cinema trip,
the de Havilland museum and our short visit to Hendon. You all know how well the Smoking Boots
tour went, so need to add anything further. The social side of our club has become more important
over the years, especially as many of us are getting older, and we see strong friendships developing in
the group. We are fortunate to have such a great membership that allows us to do this.
Back at the club nights I would like to thank Luke and Malcolm for providing ad-hoc demo sessions,
helping many of our guys with painting tips, groundwork ideas and techniques. They also contributed
significantly to the Tiger 131 group build. If time allows, I’d like to try and fit more demos in as there
appears to be a need for it. Rigging demo anyone?
Our competitions have provided some superb modelling for us to judge. The vintage contest allowed
many to clear some old kits from the stash and for some to increases theirs ready for the next one!
One of the club’s original contests, the American trophy, continues to support a good number of
entries despite running for 18 years. Our annual competition however, has seen a downturn in entries
this year, 33 is the lowest for many years. I think some of this is member’s circumstances, perhaps a
lack of confidence from some (I’ve seen plenty of great work as featured each fortnight in
#onthetables?) in their work, and perhaps some have been good enough not to enter so as to give
others a chance! Whatever it is, I’d like to see everyone that builds regularly to have a go, at least once
a year. Don’t be shy chaps!
Thanks go to the support that both Tony and I receive from the committee members this year, those
that have helped out with the show and to those that also contribute to the club as a whole on a
fortnightly basis. I’d also add thanks to the many that have written articles and continue to do so for
this magazine, we are indebted to you all.
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Please enjoy our Christmas meeting and the great models on show. I’m taking a well-earned rest
during the festive period as it’ll be 2019 soon enough!
Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year and let’s continue making history in 2019.
Paul
Club President
This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire,
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s
completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
CHRISTMAS MEETING
The format of the December meeting is a little different from a normal night. Firstly there is no
subscription payment. Secondly as it’s our family night too, you can bring along your wife, girlfriend,
husband or partner to enjoy the festivities too. It’ll give your other half an opportunity to see exactly
what you’re getting up to every other Wednesday night…maybe not then!
You are welcome to contribute to the little festive snack table we’ll have (Christmas related
confectionary and savoury nibbles are more than welcome) and to the raffle table by providing more
snacks, drink or modelling related items you may have. Best bring a little cash with you too then as
you never know what you may win!
A reminder to everybody who entered a model in the annual competition, to please bring the model
along with you, otherwise if you are a category winner you will not be able to take part in the best in
show award.
CHRISTMAS DRINKS NIGHT
The club’s traditional Christmas drinks evening will take place on Friday 28th December from 8:00pm
at the Potters Heron Hotel, Ampfield. All are welcome.
AIRFIX COMPETITION 17TH JULY 2019
In this last issue I explained that we’d put to vote to the members on the Facebook group whether
another Airfix contest should be run next year, or perhaps we should give the vintage competition
another go. Overwhelmingly the vote was in favour of the Airfix contest, so we shall run that on the
date mentioned above. With some very nice kits around including several excellent new releases, it
should be another great competition night.

NEW FACEBOOK GROUP PHOTO
We have a new group photo taken at SMW 18 on our Facebook page.
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BUGLE CALL 2018 SHOW REPORT
BY KARL SCAMMELL

Bugle Call traditionally marks the end of the show season for Romsey Modellers. Originally this show
was generally orientated towards the figure modellers, however, over recent years it has evolved into
a show encompassing all genres of the hobby.
This year with no major road closures to contend with myself and Luke Hayes arrived at the show
venue located to the south west of Bristol just after 9am to meet up with Keith Hawkins. We quickly
had the 12-foot table set up with Luke’s dioramas, my dioramas/ armour and Keith’s eclectic mix of
aircraft, figures and vehicles on show. Our table was next to Igor’s Crazy Constructs with Russell Eden
and Lee Gilbert manning that table.

Table set up with Avon IPMS deep in conversation behind.

Approximately 25 clubs and 8 traders were in attendance, so there was plenty to see on the tables
and stands. The show opened at 10 am, although I would describe general public attendance over the
day as low, plenty of interest was shown by visitors and club members alike on the models we had on
show. As ever, Luke’s Wool bridge diorama was the source of much interest and compliments despite
now being a ‘veteran’ of the show scene. This just shows what a fantastic diorama it is.
With three of us in attendance, we could easily split the table duties with wandering around tables
and trade stands. Luke picked up an IBG German recovery truck for a forthcoming project and I
managed to pick up a World War 1 figure set that I plan to mount on a piece of shrapnel I recovered
on the club trip to the Somme.
What I particularly like about this show is the nice relaxed atmosphere which has been a feature of
the last 3 shows I have attended. Just before the show closure of time of 4, the best show table was
announced which was awarded to Stoke on Trent IPMS. With the show closing formalities over it was
a quick pack up and off into the gathering gloom for the trip back to the South coast. On the journey
back, we decided to stop at The Crown in Devizes for an excellent Sunday roast, a great way to end an
enjoyable day. Next year’s show date has been announced as Sunday 24th November. Below some
pictures from the show.
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Jadgpanzer SPG, Torbay Military Modelling Society.

Delightful Sea Fury. Dartmoor IPMS.
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Figures by Kevin Peart.
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More excellent figures.
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITAT IONS
BY GRAY SHARPLING

Doesn’t time fly? I really doesn’t seem like a whole year since I got volunteered to write a few words
for our noble magazine about our 2017 pilgrimage to Scale Model World in Telford. I guess my literary
and photographic efforts last year weren’t too bad, otherwise somebody else would be writing this?
However, I think next year it is time to give another person this “opportunity”…?
November 2018 has been a very expensive period for me already this year. Not from spending at
Telford so much, although I did spend more this year than I have for many years previously. No, it was
my blasted car. Again. If you read last year’s article, you will know that I was forced to buy a new
battery off the AA - not the cheapest way to do it - and this year in the week immediately before Scale
Model World, the darned thing decided that it needed a new rear differential. I can think of more
enjoyable ways to blow £800! Although I can’t complain too loudly as it has done over 103,000 miles
now, but I suspect it is time to starting thinking a little more seriously about replacing the car in the
next year or two, move into the 21st century and wave the ancient technology of ICE goodbye?
Anyway, enough of my troubles: on with the show! (haha - see what I did there?)
TELFORD TWENTY-EIGHTEEN
FRIDAY
This was my seventh time (yikes - that many?!) visiting the epic that is the Scale Model World show,
and my third time staying for the whole weekend, rather than just making it a day-trip. It’s all a prettywell-rehearsed routine now-a-days and so, as usual, since it has a big boot, my car was used as the
“bulk freighter”. Tony, Paul, Sean and I all met at Tony’s house around 9:00am, and after a McDonald’s
bacon roll kindly supplied by Sean, we loaded the cars and set off. After a quick stop at the Ampfield
Village Hall to collect more stuff for my boot, we headed north up the M3, A34, M40 et al, with my
new diff purring silently rather than roaring as it had been doing in the previous couple of weeks.
Tony, Paul and Sean were in Tony’s car (diligently talking club committee business all the way I am
sure); me and my audiobook (that I could actually hear now) were in mine. Tony must have made a
pit-stop soon after leaving Ampfield, as I was almost sure I saw him drive past me at speed a few miles
up the A34, quickly dwindling to a dot in the distance - I swear he drives wearing lead shoes like a late19th century diver. About three hours later I arrived at the Holiday Inn in Telford, only to find that I
was the first to arrive! After a few
minutes Dave joined me, having drivenup separately, but it was nearly 30
minutes before Paul, Sean and Tony
turned-up, having made two pit-stops,
one scheduled, one un-scheduled
(that’ll teach Tony not to drink such a
large coffee at pit-stop number one!). I
had at least had the fore-thought to
phone them en-route for their
preferences, and so I had the pints
lined-up waiting in readiness for their
arrival. No sooner had we sat down in
the quickly-filling hotel bar than Mark
also arrived. Now quorate, we just had to wait for the hotel to let us check-in to our rooms.
Unlike last year when we somehow all managed to get set-up crew wristbands, this year we were
again limited to just four, similar to 2016. I did however manage to get a normal IPMS entry-wristband
for Saturday and Sunday, so I would hopefully not need to queue in the morning.
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After queueing for 20 minutes, along with a load of trader’s vans, just to get a parking spot vaguely
near the roller-shutter doors, it was chaos on the door itself, so I wasn’t challenged once as I went
back-and forth emptying my boot and ferrying it all direct to the table whilst the “official” guys all
talked “table feng-shui”. My donkey work was done by 16:00, and I was more than happy to let the
official team carry on without me, as my back was complaining loudly – a couple of those boxes were
really heavy! So I went back to my room in the Holiday Inn to relax, rest my back, make a start on this
write-up, and watch a blu-ray on my laptop before we all met again in the hotel
lobby to go out for something to eat. It was p***ing with rain (Sean’s tiny
umbrella causing great hilarity), so we took the closest restaurant we could find:
WildWood. The food was good, but the service was diabolical – we waited nearly
an hour between the starters plates being cleared and the mains turning up. The
quote of the night (I won’t embarrass the perpetrator by naming them) was:
“What is the name of those washes that Flory Models sell?” <<cough>>

Sean says he only borrowed his
umbrella – and he’s sticking to that
story.

Friday evening meal in WildWood.
L-R: Sarah, Dave, Mark, Sean, Duncan, Paul, and Tony.
Big pasties (sorry, “Calzone”) seemed all the rage…

SATURDAY
Wanting to skip lunch, I luxuriated in a slap-up full-English breakfast - although disappointingly there
was no black pudding, nor fried bread, on offer (Holiday Inn chain, are you listening?). I already had a
wristband for the day, collected Friday afternoon, so I assumed I could smugly skip straight past the
queues and be on the table only minutes after the doors opened at 9:00am. Oh how wrong I was!
The queuing system was an absolute shambles! When I turned up at about 8:40, the queue - for IPMS
members, regardless of whether you had a wristband already - was already out the door, out the carpark entrance, and then doubled-back into the car park again. Even after the doors opened at 9:00am
for IPMS members, I spent the first 15 minutes walking slowly away from the International Centre,
before the queue and I rounded the corner at the top of the car-park to start heading towards the
centre again. The complaints on the queue-organisation were many and vocal, I can tell you! It was
almost 9:30 before I got to the Romsey table – I do not consider a measly extra 30-minutes of showtime worth the IPMS membership fee.
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The Romsey table ready to go.

So what was new on the Airfix stand this year? After filling-out my form to give my usual suggestions
for future new-tool kits (that Airfix will studiously ignore), I admired the sprue-shots and test-builds
of the up-coming and recent releases. In the weeks prior to the show Airfix had already announced
three new-tool kits for 2019 which, given Airfix’s predilection for 1/72nd, were surprisingly all in 1/48th
scale: A Bristol Blenheim Mk.I; a Hawker Hunter F.6; and a Spitfire Mk.XIV with the Griffon engine.
Coincidentally in recent weeks, Tamiya had also released a brand new-tool 1/48th Spitfire Mk.I, which
looks to be a little gem; and it’s designed such that I am sure we will see other variants coming soon.
Tamiya’s previous 1/48th Spitfire dated from 1993, and for many years had been considered “THE
definitive” 1/48th ‘Spit. I built one myself in 2011 (well, almost - see the July 2011 issue of The Romsey
Modeller), and it was a lovely little “shake and bake” kit that just fell together perfectly. So let the
battle of the new 1/48th Spitfire’s commence! Richard, Tony, Sean, I’m looking at you.
This year, I made a special effort to make it to the official Airfix 2019 announcements presentation at
11:00am, which I had missed for the past couple of years. After all the 1/48th announcements we
already knew about (which personally is the aircraft-scale I prefer), “The Big Announcement” was
either wonderful, or a complete let-down, depending on your modelling preferences – either subject
or scale. For me personally, it was the latter, as the subject is not one that interests me at all, and the
scale is far too big for me. But that is me, and for many, this may be very pleasing I am sure. It was,
drum-roll please, a 1/24th Grumman F6 Hellcat. Airfix said it would be available around April/May-ish
2019 - although Airfix’s release dates are notorious for slipping, so don’t quote me on that. Don’t get
me wrong, the kit itself looks to be even more detailed than the 1/24th Typhoon, and I am sure the fit
etc will be great. But for those of us hoping for something extra-special in 1/48th (Avro Vulcan?!), it
was rather disappointing. I predict that it will be something of a “Marmite” kit I think? Unfortunately,
I’m not a Marmite fan…

Guarding the display case containing
“The Big Announcement”™

Darrel Burge making the announcement on a tannoy
from the parapet…
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Wingnut Wings were huge at this year’s show too. Not only were they showing off test-shots of their
newly announced 1/32nd Lancaster, which looks like it knocks spots off the coincidentally recently
released Hong Kong models version of the same subject and scale, but they also announced a new
Handley Page 0/400 WWI bomber, which is almost as big as the Lancaster! The Lancaster and HP are
both due out at the end of 2019, and in 2020, WNW are releasing separate Lancaster nose-sections
on special display stands, so modellers can do different nose-art type displays etc.
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HP 0/400 test shot next to the Lanc for size comparison.

I always get my biggest pleasure at the show from looking at all the models on display by the various
clubs and SIGs. So instead of trying to describe them, I’ll just let the pictures do the talking.

Helicopters SIG

Northrop XB-35 – Merseyside
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Stoke on Trent

British Bulldogs Kitmakers

Staffordshire Moorlands

Bolton

Bolton

Bolton

Bridlington & Wolds

Bridlington & Wolds
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Farnborough

Clacton

East Hinkjey

Huge 1/72nd scale USS Arizona – US Navy SIG

Cleveland

Cleveland
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Mid-Sussex

Edinburgh

London

Dartmoor

Movie & TV SIG
Difficult to get a good shot in focus due to the sheer length…
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I always like it when people show a little sense of humour, and here are two that caught my eye…

The label says: “I think I’ve got completely the wrong
end of the stick as to what the Splash SIG is all
about…”

Grumman TBM Avenger
Flight 19 Bermuda Triangle 5th December 1945

The show closed at 18:00, and we had a table booked for 19:15 in the restaurant of the Holiday Inn
for the evening meal.

SUNDAY
The Sunday morning routine was almost identical to Saturday’s – except no queues. Or almost none.
Another full-English (still no black pudding, harrumph!), and after checking-out of the hotel I went to
join the queue for members to get in, only to find there was almost no queue whatsoever. This was
the first time I really noticed the huge difference between the Saturday and Sunday attendance. So I
wasn’t anywhere near as late getting to the Romsey table this time.
I was in the competition area when, at 11:00am, a bugler sounded The Last Post and the all halls fell
eerily silent for the full two minutes. If there is one thing you can say about modellers, disparate as
we all are, we do know how to show respect. Very touching. I had deliberately left my perusal of the
competition area until the Sunday morning, so I could see who had won what. As usual, I found many
entries so good as to almost put me off continuing with the hobby! “…I’ll never be that good, so why
do I bother…”

The IPMS’s labelling is always very confusing to me – but I THINK this was the overall show-winner.
Somebody will correct me I am sure…
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This was a sort-of 3D-picture/model -clever idea.

Not sure where the girl was meant to actually sit?
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This 1/32nd digital camo was painted, not decaled.
Somebody had way too much time on their hands…

I must admit, I was 99%+ certain that several of the models entered in competition this year had also
been entered last year too! By the strict rules of the IPMS competition, this might be “legal”, but
morally it makes me just wonder… And also gives me yet another reason not to enter; although
looking at the quality, I didn’t need any more reason – I’m just not good enough!
The show closed officially at 16:00, but many clubs started packing at least 30 minutes before that, as
punters were few and far between by that time. Break-down of the table all went smoothly, and by
17:00 my boot was packed and I hit the road, thankfully without any of the car problems that had
plagued me last year, although there was an accident on the M42 east of Birmingham that meant I
sat, engine turned off, going nowhere for about 15 minutes before things started moving along slowly
again. So I guess I lost about 30 minutes time overall on the journey. I stopped at a motorway services
for a bite to eat once I got south of Birmingham, and was home by 21:30.

MONDAY
One slight annoyance/inconvenience was that the Holiday Inn, as a company, appear to have changed
their booking policy recently. Last year I had booked my hotel room for this year in July of 2017; 16
months in advance! I wanted to be absolutely certain of getting a room, as I know they sell-out very
quickly.
This year however, when attempting to book my room well in advance for next year, I was told that
this wasn’t possible, and they could only take bookings a maximum of one year (actually 364 days,
oddly) in advance. That is: I could not even try to book my hotel room for 2019’s Scale Model World
until Monday the 12th, after the 2018 show! So I rang-through on Monday as soon as I was up and
about. Luckily that seemed to go smoothly enough, so I am sorted for next year already.
I must admit however, I was especially tired after this year’s show – noticeably more than previous
years. Both my feet were aching very badly by the end of Sunday. Several years ago I broke a bone in
my right foot, and by the end of Sunday I could really feel it giving me gyp. So I may have to give
serious consideration in the future about whether to go back to just doing this show as a day-trip
again?
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SCALE MODELWORLD 2018…ANOTHER VIEW
BY PAUL ADAMS

The Romsey Modellers ’display at Scale Modelworld 2018

There’s no question that Telford is our highlight of the year, both personally for those that go and for
the club.
This year’s event seemed much more special. We had a great crowd along, joined by more on Saturday
and visitors for Sunday. It’ll go down for me as one of the better weekends I’ve had there in recent
memory.
Our weekend started as usual by meeting up at Tony’s house. As normal these days, Tony volunteered
to drive us up (Sean and Myself) and by way of compensation Sean purchased the essential bacon roll
and coffee before we set off for the club house to collect the display gear. We were joined by Gray in
his 4x4, spacious enough to accommodate our ever growing amount of kit we take with us, plus
himself and his luggage. We shoehorned into the Mondeo, our models, everyone else’s models, plus
luggage. Using notes taken from Luke’s micro packing techniques during our tour of France and
Belgium, incredibly, I managed to pack just one suitcase for the two night stay, limiting myself to just
3 pairs of jeans, only 2 pairs of shoes and only one spare pair of boxers should an accident occur
beyond my control!!
We made reasonably good time on the journey, only stopping for a coffee on the M40 and a rapid loo
break just two miles from our destination as the coffee had travelled faster through Tony than he
could drive to the hotel. It was touch and go as Tony cavorted his body in a bid to restrain his bladder
from exploding in the car. All this and no wet weather gear to hand. It could have been disastrous.
That’s Starbucks coffee for you.....anyhow, suffice it to say, Gray managed to arrive much earlier than
us, but we were welcomed by a much needed pint and a few hours rest before set up. Newbie Duncan
wasted no time in his thirst for WNW information, by pouncing on Dave in his first of a series of
relentless Q&A sessions...
Set up went much better than expected, save for the awful new shelving that was scratched to
buggery....anyhow, once together, the shelves did look the part, and once we fettled the models into
place, we were virtually ready.
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For Friday evening, we made tracks to Wildwood, an Italian restaurant up in the town centre. The
weather was shocking, but fortunately Sean had brought his granddaughters rainbow brollie
along...which of course didn’t keep him dry at all! Surprisingly, they were able to seat our 8 strong
group which included Duncan and his wife Sarah, joining us for the first time as an actual member.
With Dave and the others in good spirits and beers downed, the banter was great, food wasn’t too
bad, and the bill was tolerable. Another Wingnuts Q&A session at the hotel was helped along with
more alcohol and a decent bottle of wine...we’d lost Gray by this time, but assumed he was safe and
well in the hotel...
Saturday; with limited numbers for set up, the table needed some finalising before the show opened
for real to the public at 10:00am. With
some confusion over a non-existent
bollocking, Gray finally got his models
into place and we could relax and shop.
Now then, as promised Tony kept to his
word not to buy any kits. At least he did
until 08:38am....
This year’s show was graced with the
might that is Wingnut Wings. It was safe
to say their presence caused WNW fever
amongst the club and our fellow
modellers. Well, okay so Sean didn’t get
sucked in, but he’s still living through his
SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!! A delighted Tony makes his
Mig years. First call of the day was to
first kit purchase of the weekend….
their stand. They’d brought along some
‘WD’ stock...crushed boxes with largely intact kits, instructions and decals. Most kits were at least 40%
off. The scene was like the January sales as modellers strained to get a look amid the two deep pile of
bodies fighting for the best bargain. Tony couldn’t hand over his money fast enough...still, you couldn’t
blame him. At the same time, WNW also had stocks of the reissued Sopwith Triplane, well the 6 they
had disappeared rapidly, much to Tony’s dismay. Duncan had bagged his early and spent most of
Saturday mocking Tony! Meanwhile, following Dave like he was the pied piper, I went with him to the
Copper State Models stand. These guys had some fantastic kits on show and none more so than their
brand new Nieuport 17. In 1/32nd, it’s tiny compared to some, but too cool to resist. Both Dave and I
bought examples together with some French and British figures for me and some excellent 32nd and
48th figures for Dave’s stash. Meanwhile...Mark waited patiently for his rare WNW Pup to materialise
from an eBay seller who’d promised to deliver it to him at the show......
As Saturday always is, it was rammed by lunchtime. I have no idea of the gate figures, but, crikey it
was wall to wall unwashed modellers everywhere. Noticeable by their absence this year was the
crossdressers...? (Nope I saw a couple(I think?) – Tony)...anyhow, at the table we had loads of interest.
The large scale Mosquitos, Dave’s Sabre, his WW1 aircraft, Duncan’s 1/12th Ferrari and Sean’s newly
completed Flanker and F14, drew lots of attention and photography opportunities. I waited pensively
for the rush to start on my 48th Mosquito....
By mid afternoon things settled down, but the pace of kits and accessory purchases didn’t, as several
bags appeared at the table making even sitting down an achievement. Dave and Duncan we’re kind
enough to bring along some alcoholic beverages, and with little to eat except some nibbles, the two
bottles of Belgian beer I downed went straight to my head! Wahoo! Is there a third?!
With the new Romsey show just 9 months away, Tony and I meandered through the tables looking for
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clubs to invite. We did well, and most clubs we approached responded positively to our intrusion.
As the purchased kits grew behind the table, poor Mark was the only one not to have his day lifted by
the touch of new plastic to fondle. While he was away commiserating at a book stall, a chap
approached the table and gave me a WNW Sopwith Pup. What luck! I think Mark’s name was
mentioned, but I wasn’t sure. Anyhow, into my new stash it went, free too. Amazing these WW1
Modellers! It was Tony’s fault. He put me up to it. We couldn’t resist the temptation to pull Marks
leg...just a little. If only I had a new bag to put the kit it, he’d of been fooled. Surprisingly, he did take
the bait of my story, for a while...”a great bargain Mark, only £75!” “What luck! Have you seen the
extras in here too!” “Where’s yours? Has the chap turned up yet?” Enjoy your kit Mr Husband..!
Aside from a lot of shopping there were of course
plenty of incredible models to see, and not just the
competition area. The visitors from overseas always
bring some special models along, and several UK
clubs had very inventive displays and great models
too. I finally managed to get to the competition area
late in the afternoon and had a quick gander at the
main category winners, the encouraging number of
WW1 aircraft, cars and bikes and some superb
bomber dispersal dioramas.
With the day over we travelled back to our hotels
and met up for our evening meal at the Holiday Inn.
A table for 10 was completed with the addition of Richard and Lee. The banter at the table was in full
swing with a big discussion over the validity of the moon landings, more G bitching (let it go!), WNW,
the Pup gate saga and our stash increases. Inevitably there was another Q&A on WW1 aircraft
modelling! The 3 course menu was very well received and we all left content with the quality of the
food we had, better certainly than Wildwood’s.
Banter ? !

Retiring to the bar (we lost Gray again...) some conversations were now banned! Don’t mention the P
word, G word, the K word, and inevitably there was another WW1 aircraft modelling Q&A!! Duncan
had to seize his opportunity that weekend, and Dave was gracious enough to educate us all with his
depth of knowledge on the subject. We did talk extensively on the new WNW announcement.....just
what could it be?
Sunday: a shorter day with the show finishing at 4:00pm. So, lots to do and little time. First off was to
fulfil our obligation as a club to do a duty. We had door duty, taking monies from non-members at
front of house. Tony was good enough to volunteer again, backed up by Sean after 30 minutes. This
did backfire slightly as apparently our duty was for two hours, not one. Sean was good enough not to
complain though once he got back to the table. A proper trooper and a credit to the club is that one.
While they were off doing that, I targeted some traders we needed for our show. Again, well received
aside from one, and another outing in the afternoon with Tony also proved successful. Our biggest
surprise was the positive response from a rejuvenated Airfix. Fingers crossed. We also passed out
some begging letters to the manufacturers....still waiting to hear from a few of them.
At 11:00am the hall held its armistice remembrance ceremony. Lest we forget.
I got another chance to do some shopping and have a good look around some tables and the
competition area. The standards as always are very high, though typically there were the usual bizarre
judging decisions. Best in Show though was more than worthy of the title, indeed, the best in class
winners were all worthy too. My stash for the weekend was moderate, just one kit, a book, paint and
some figures. I could have easily spent much more! So, following Airfix’s big kit announcement on
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Saturday, (a very cool 1/24th Hellcat) Wingnuts Wings announced theirs....just a 1/32 Handley Paige
004! Bigger than the Lancaster, this looks like another epic from the New Zealand based team. You’ll
be sure and see one at the club in the future as Dave was particularly impressed.
As they day went on, it was time for last minute shopping and an attempt at a bargain or two. Sean
picked an excellent GWH Mig 29 for a decent price, Tony finally bagged a WNW Triplane for his stash,
Duncan bought everything and Gray bought something, though were not sure what is was. A big box
was seen though.
Packing up commences at 3:50pm, just as the show is about to close. Yep, it even happens at Telford.
Within one hour we had all of the models and display gear back in the cars and headed for home. Tony
took a route through Bridgenorth to avoid traffic issues elsewhere, but as soon as we hit the M5, the
car went into safe mode, limiting its power and speed. We tootled along at 65 all the way back and
had a few nervy moments climbing some hills as we approached the Swindon area. We arrived home
around 8:30pm, relieved, tired but happy because of our full-on weekend.
This year’s show was better, bigger,
funnier and more fulfilling than I had
experienced for many years. I know
why, perhaps some others will too. The
big kit announcements were evidence
of the shows growing international
presence, indeed there were others
than I can’t fit in to this report. It was
great to be part of a fantastic
SMW2018. Together with the group, I
hope we put on a display that was fitting
for such an event.

SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY #2!! Tony finally bags a WNW
reissue Sopwith Triplane kit…

Next year’s hotel room is already
booked.....

The view “backstage”
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TIGER 131 – THE FINALE
BY MALCOLM GRANT

THE FINISH LINE
After six months of hard work the Romsey Modellers group build project, Tiger 131 has finally come
to an outstanding finish. Many numerous things had to be finalized before the project could be called
complete. The base, ground work, tank tracks, figures plus a lot more…

TRACK TIME
The white metal Friulmodel individual tracks had to be built. This was a very long operation as each
individual cast link needed to be cleaned of its casting marks, then eight track pin holes had to be
drilled out with a 0.5 mm drill in each individual link. A wire rod was then cut to length and inserted
to join two tracks, after which a small drop of superglue was placed at the end of the track to secure
it in place.
Ninety six individual track links are required for just one side, multiply by two and add 12 additional
track links for the spare track situated on the front armour. Gives 1632 individual holes to be drilled
by hand!!
The key here is to complete 10 track links in one go or if I was feeling brave fifteen (twenty at most).
It sent me totally mad!
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After two weeks of
drudgery, the tracks were
completed and they looked
superb. The weight and feel
of the miniature metal
tracks are very realistic and
behave just like the real
thing. Even down to the
track sag of the original
tank.
After the tracks were
constructed they were
dipped into V.M.S two part
track
solution.
This
blackens the white metal
and gives it a burnished
look. Once the track had
dried they were finally attached to the tank, weathered and dusted, thank to Luke for this.
FIGURE PAINTING

The original photo taken when Tiger 131 was captured (Tunisia 1943) clearly shows the tank being
examined by nine military personnel. So nine figures had to be built and painted for the diorama.
These were carefully selected from Miniart, Bronco and Master Box figure sets. Those used were spot
on and represented the figures in the photo exactly. Only two figure required slight attention to bring
them up to standard (by Luke).
To paint all nine figures, a production line was needed they ended up being painted in a single session.
All the figures were primed with Halford grey primer. Then white was used in flesh areas, concealing
the grey primer. A mix of my own acrylic flesh, darkened to represent sun burn, was used for skin
tones. A combination of Humbrol enamels and acrylic colours were used for the uniforms, while
remembering to paint each figure differently to the next in uniform colours ( If they were all painted
the same colour they would end up looking like toy soldiers, and we don’t want that!).
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Webbing straps and equipment were painted last, again with acrylics and enamels. Lastly a wash of
acrylic burnt Senna was washed over each figure and then carefully dry brushed several times with
acrylic titanium buff.
Figures placed on the diorama will either make or break it! So a lot of time was spent painting and
repainting the figures until I was completely happy with each one of them. `
DISPLAY
The completed diorama was displayed for the first time at the Bovington show in October, where it
attracted a lot of interest and was photographed many times. Ironically it was only one hundred feet
away from the real thing!
The diorama then travelled up to Telford for Scale Model World in November and returned safety.
After we have displayed it for a full year at the various shows we attend, we plan to donate the
diorama to Bovington where it hopefully will be put on permanent display.

THE LAST POST
I would like to thank Luke Hayes, Karl Scammell and Chris Phillips for all their help on the project and
Mark Husband for the pictorial plaque he supplied.
An excellent model has been produced by all those concerned. Well Done
Well that’s all from me. Bye from “Mad Monty”.
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THE COMPLETED DIORAMA

THE ORIGINAL PHOTO
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WORLD WAR ONE AIRCRAFT MODELLING
BY DAVE POGSON

So fellow Romsey Modellers, rumours abound of mass interest in Wingnut Wings kits in the club and
talk of a probable group build? Great stuff! Bring it on!
As you all know, I'm a bit of a fan, having built about 20 or so at least now and having most or multiples
thereof in the stash. I thought I would put some words and thoughts down to help those neophyte
Wingnutters settle into their new groove.
1. CHOOSE YOUR KIT.
Choose one you like but don't go for an OOP one as they command silly money for no good reason.
Choice is very personal. Some of the fighters are trickier than some two-seaters. It's not all about
rigging. The frailer the original, the more fragile the model. Don't choose a Taube or Albatros BII to
start. You will give up.
I suggest the Junkers DI as a veritable pleasure fest of zero rigging, no seams and miraculous
engineering. The Roland Cii is an easy built, no lozenge, easy rigging. The Fokker DVIIs are surprisingly
tricky and most need lozenge decals, despite next to no rigging. An easier British first go would be the
Sopwith Triplane, just re-released. Rigging is easy and engineering superb. Plus it looks like a flight of
stairs on acid.
2. CHOOSE YOUR REFS.
Most of us can't resist a good book, but the instructions and the photos on the WNW site are really all
you need. Some of these aircraft have remarkably few photos in existence so the same ones are in
every book. The windsock specials are great for 12 quid.
https://www.windsockdatafilespecials.co.uk/datafiles-10-c.asp
3. RIGGING.
Like cyclists who have to learn to love the hills, you will learn to love the challenge once you have your
technique. There are many. Here is mine. I buy bobs buckles copper wire turnbuckles which are great.
You put a few in your palm and place the pointy end in a dab of CA, then place them in the predrilled
hole on the kit, after painting and weathering. Count to 10. Use new CA too- it goes off and dries slowly
after time. Once dry you can bend these to the correct angle.
Rigging itself is either a 1.5 pound black fishing line, or EZ line, an elastic nylon thread.
http://www.wingnutwings.com/ww/74F63EB0E8CF8BF1777BF9ECD2BE64CC
The latter stays taught, but are tricky to thread. I add about 2/3 of the length needed to each buckle
on the top wing. A wing takes an hour. Either thread through the buckle eye, or once you get sweaty,
tie it around and tack a blob of CA on. Count go 10. If you are frustrated go away and come back. Don't
persist. Once the wing is on you do the attachments to the lower buckles in the same way.
Use clean sharp forceps and CA on a cocktail stick. Start at the centre and work outwards fairly
symmetrically. You will lose about 10% of the buckles. Buy too many. Buy a hundred. Seriously.
Use EZ line black for German planes and control wires. RFC aircraft had 1 inch wide streamlined RAF
wires. Landing wires were sometimes doubled. A royal PITA to reproduce in scale. The Snipe had only
single wires but it's a 2 bay wing.
I suggest white EZ line as the best replica of RAF wire. French aircraft had French blue rigging and
metal fixings generally. There's a blue or smoke EZ line. Buy some precision scissors for snipping
rigging.
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Some German planes had very visible steel turnbuckles on the lower wing. Either don't bother to try
these or try gas patch 1/48 ones- the 1/32 look over scale. http://www.gaspatchmodels.com/
4. WING FIXING
Scary for all. The struts are best pre fixed first to the lower wing for 24h. Use Tamiya extra thin cement.
Start with the centreline struts. Add the wing struts to their upper locations as you go. Alignment is
easy. Do not buy a rig. You stand the model on end on its wings on the corner of the box when you
are done. See the WNW Hints and tips pages. Hey presto. Go to bed. Leave alone.
Next day, gently pop a rubber band lightly around each wing for stability so you can rig and handle a
bit easier. Keep your desk clear at this stage to avoid collisions.... one or two struts always pop out.
Re- secure with a small long brush and Tamiya cement.
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5. PAINTING AND ASSEMBLY.
Fit is tremendous, but tolerances small. I assemble engines pre paint personally. I suggest assembling
the cockpit frames pre paint for stability. Detail parts can be pre-painted then added. Keep fixing slots
etc. paint free if you can. Finish, decal, weather and rig the fuselage, tail and undercart before wing
fixing if you can.
6. USEFUL AM.
Not necessary, but superb items include Gaspatch turnbuckles, Gaspatch resin MGs, HGW masks and
seat belts, Pheon decals from our own Rowan Broadbent, and Aviattic lozenge (cookie cut) for some
German aircraft. All of these are top end stunning creations from real experts. Aviattic lozenge is way
better than the WNW stuff. Rowan’s decal research and artwork is amazing.
https://www.pheondecals.com/
https://www.aviattic.co.uk/
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/content/21-masks
7. WOOD GRAIN.
This is one of the real joys of WW1 modelling and when you are happy with yours, it's very rewarding.
There are loads of online tips to doing this, using oils. The problem with oils is it takes a week to dry. I
use enamel based washes, usually a rusty coloured brown one and a streaking grime, to create the
grain. I suggest you buy a good quality chisel tip and fan tip brush.
First paint your surface. Pale almost white for pine or beige for darker coloured wood.
Once dry, future it. Then
again once dry, place a
few blobs of the thick
goopy bits from the
washes around the area
to paint. Now scribble
these in with a brush.
Next use the good brush
to make a grain by gently
dragging the wash gunk
in one direction. When
happy with the density
of colour, wobble your
fan brush along to create
a random grain effect.
Blast this with a dryer,
then seal with future.
The final effect of patina
is achieved with a thin
spray of Tamiya clear
orange and a bit of
Tamiya smoke. This
takes
the
wood
anywhere from pine to
deep antique teak if you want. The whole thing can be done in an hour. Same method applies to props.
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8. PAINTS.
You do not have to be precise. Paints were field mixed from pigments. They faded badly and were
often translucent. Tamiya is good. I like a Czech range of lacquers called drooling bulldog! Pricey, but
rock hard and easy. Dry in seconds. Clear doped linen varies from off white to sandy beige. Radome
tan or sail colour will do.
https://www.droolingbulldog.com/
9. WEATHERING.
A vexed question. Many aces are photographed next to immaculate newly expensively painted rides.
Have a look at photos of captured or post-crash report aircraft. Filthy and oiled soaked- but in a specific
way for each type. Do not use generic weathering.... copy a photo. Loads of muck around the centre,
none around the edges. Oil stains by the gallon. Soot in specific places and patterns. Especially
underneath. The prop wash throws muck in a particular way.
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10. PROPELLERS.
Check a reference pic. A lot of modellers go to town with getting laminations in the prop. Most are 6
piece laminates. Now admittedly, you can find pictures where they are all visible, but many are not
visible due to dark varnish or even paint. Props are often glossy from thick yacht varnish. Not matt.
On RFC planes, they are often canvas wrapped and painted battleship grey. Laminations are tricky to
get right. You don't have to if you don't want!

12. METAL COWLINGS.
These can be a real joy to recreate. I tend to go for Alclad polished aluminium as a base to work on.
They were wiped down with petrol soaked rags to get muck and oil off, so the paint thins and gets
worn and chipped in service. They are often glossy compared to canvas covered parts.
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13. RUBBER.
As Germany had no access to colonies, rubber was desperately scarce later in the war. Crashed aircraft
were stripped of tyres and training units had wooden wheels! They were often not vulcanised and
were left in raw latex, so rather than tyre black they are grey or a pinky translucent grey.
14. COCKPIT DETAILS.
Leather is fun to recreate. I use model master leather enamel and then dry brush a bit of beige on to
recreate wear. Some seats are like Chesterfields they are so plush! Use a silver or brass pen to do the
tacks if you like. The seatbelts in WNW are PE and very good, once annealed over a flame and allowed
to cool. Paint leather and canvas with steel fixings.
15. FIGURES.
There are loads of really good quality ww1 pilot and crew figures either standing or seated. Try Elan
13, Copper State or Kellerkind if you like.
http://elan13.co.uk/
http://www.copperstatemodels.com/
https://www.kellerkind-miniaturen.com/
16. BASES.
I have just found these grass mats from Modelscene http://www.greatescapegames.co.uk/basingmaterials/modelscenemats.html glued onto a base. Quite realistic. Aviattic do refuelling carts and
copper state have ladders, bombs etc.
17. EXHAUSTS.
Again, really fun to go to town on. One of the things aficionados look at too. I use lots of Alclad shades.
Try burnt metal and steel. Always a matt finish. Not heat stained though... ww1 engines never
exceeded 2500 revs and the exhaust smoke was sooty black. You don't tend to see exhaust stains on
fuselages and certainly not hot white ones.
Also try https://www.uschivdr.com/shopping-categories/shop-rexx-exhausts/rexx-1-32/
18. DECALS.
WNW decals are terrific and respond well to Microset and sol. I have had problems with thick decals
shattering. The Camel roundels are notorious for this. Not plasticised enough. Pheon decals are superb
quality and extremely well researched.
WNW lozenge is generally a bit bright and bold. Apply over gloss white. Aviattic lozenge is really
realistic. I use future as the decal soak for these.
19. WINDSCREENS.
These are not for looking through. They are a wind screen. Often almost opaque from oil, with a hole
cut in them for sighting. They are there for comfort. You look over the top to shoot. They are not
generally kept spotless in service, unlike plexiglass.

Have fun!
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SUPER SHERMAN DIORAMA
BY KARL SCAMMELL

I have been looking around
for another Israeli armour
subject since I completed an
AMX-13 in early 2017. I was
offered this Academy Super
Sherman by another club
member for a good price, so it
quickly found its way onto the
project list. The kit itself was
originally released in 1997
and includes vinyl tracks. I will
set the tank into a diorama,
featuring the crew taking a
break during the 1967 Six Day
War.
BACKGROUND
The Israelis operated large numbers of Sherman’s in various guises from the late forties until the early
eighties. Israeli development of the Super Sherman commenced in the 1960’s to counter the improved
Soviet tanks then equipping the various Arab armies. These improvements included a new 105mm
gun, engine, improved suspension, transmission, wider tracks, turret modifications and smoke
dischargers. In combat the M-51’s proved themselves very capable against the heavier T-55’s and T62’s used by the Egyptians and the Syrians.
BUILD
The road wheels, suspension and hull were started first. Once the road wheels were assembled these
were sprayed prior to fitting onto the hull and suspension assembly. The HVSS suspension is quite
detailed and consists of six separate parts. Once this was assembled it was primed and then sprayed
with the base colour prior followed by attaching the road wheels. The suspension assembly was now
fitted to the lower hull along with the sprocket and idler wheels.

HVSS suspension

Lower hull assembly

With the lower hull complete a start was then made on the upper hull. Academy have textured the
hull and turret, so the armour has a well-used look which will hopefully stand out once sprayed and
weathered. In this case all the crew hatches will be shown in the open position as I intend to show the
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crew outside of the vehicle taking a break. With the stowage bins, lamps etc fitted I then sprayed the
hull assembly prior to gluing the two hull sections together. Test fitting the two hull sections prior to
gluing indicated an issue which meant that some trimming of the lower hull flanges was required to
create a reasonable fit.

Upper hull showing textured surface.

I then assembled the gun barrel which required some work to clean up the seams. The noticeable
point with the barrel is the rather large muzzle brake which I think is slightly over scale. Finally, it was
onto the turret which is a two-piece assembly. Again, the general quality was good with minimal clean
up being required. As with the hull the hatches will be shown open. The mantle cover which acts as
the interface between the turret and the gun assembly is slightly undersize which means the fit
between the two is less than perfect with approximately a 1mm gap on the lower edge although this
is not really visible. With the base coat applied the various tools, jerry cans and spare road wheels
were attached to the lower hull.
PAINTING
After priming with Vallejo’s acrylic primer, the main surfaces were sprayed with AK Interactive Sinai
Grey 73 (AK792), followed by dry brushing any raised details with an acrylic steel. With the decals in
place I could then seal the surfaces with Vallejo acrylic matt lacquer prior to applying Flory Models
Black wash on all the surfaces. Using a stiff brush and water the initial wash coat was selectively
removed, followed by re-applying to certain areas that required more of a contrast. In terms of
pigments, I used the following combination of 60% Mig Beach Sand, 40% AK Middle East Soil and
Tamiya X20A thinners applied using an airbrush, allowed to dry and then blended into the surface with
a stiff brush. The tracks were sprayed with Vallejo acrylic steel, followed by Flory models Brown wash
and then the pigment.
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FIGURES
In the diorama, I wanted to show the tank crew sat outside of the Sherman relaxing. IDF tank crew at
this time tended to use Khaki overalls and with no Israeli figures available for this time period it was a
case of searching for an alternative that roughly matched the appearance I was after. In this case, I
came across a Masterbox (MB3525) set of German Tankmen WWII shown playing cards which using
an alternative set of heads would match my requirement. Internet references showed that generally
Israeli tank crews within this period had an ‘unkept’ appearance with beards and untidy hair. To
replicate this, I replaced two of the original heads with a couple of resin heads from Hornet.

Hornet heads (HH36)

Assembled crewman.
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Once assembled the crew were painted thus: Overalls

Tamiya Khaki XF-49

Boots

Tamiya Rubber Black XF-85

Hair/Beards

Acrylic Dark Brown

Skin

Acrylic Flesh with Flesh wash AK 73.204.

A black wash was selectively applied to create some shadow, followed by some dust pigment and then
sealed with an acrylic matt lacquer.
DIORAMA
To add additional interest to the scene I included a small shepherds hut with the tank crew sitting
outside of it playing cards. The hut was scratch built, starting with the basic shape cut from a block of
high-density polystyrene foam.

Starting point of hut.

Window construction.

I then carved out the apertures for the window and door. The window was made from Balsa with clear
PVC for the glass, frames from plasti-strut and the door came from the spares box. These were then
painted with acrylics and weathered accordingly. Before these were fitted I needed to get the plaster
coats onto the external surfaces of the hut. I was looking to replicate a very rough concrete/plaster
screed so to achieve this I initially applied a smooth plaster coat which was randomly applied. I was
also looking to give the effect of depth to the walls which was achieved by two coats of plaster
randomly applied but also leaving some areas free of plaster. For the second coat I added some sand
to the mix to give it texture and stippled it to give the impression that it had been roughly applied.

Plastering the walls.
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I then allowed the plaster to fully dry before spraying an acrylic dark concrete all over which would be
the base coat, followed by AK’s chipping fluid. The top coat would be an acrylic ‘Dirty white’ which I
would then selectively remove, again to enhance the impression of depth with the colour variation.
With the walls complete, it was then onto the roof which from reference photos generally consisted
of flat tiles. The tiles were cast from resin and kindly supplied by Luke Hayes. In all approximately 80
tiles were used for the roof and they were glued in place using PVA.
That was the hut complete, I could then move onto the ground works. Before, starting on adding
ground elements I always apply a dilute PVA solution to the base. I intended to add a rubble pile behind
the back wall of the house along with a couple of raised areas which creates interest for the eye. As
with the hut, these were formed initially from blue foam which was glued to the base in the relevant
locations. With the blue foam in place I could then apply an initial coat of plaster which would also act
as a method of sticking the hut to the base

On the tiles

Hut with ground texture.

Further applications of plaster were then done to create and blend the raised areas of the ground.
With the plaster dry I then sprayed on a base coat of Tamiya Sky (XF 21). I could then begin adding the
surface texture which consisted of a variety of sand grades, small stones and resin bricks which were
used in the rubble pile. These were fixed to the surface by using diluted PVA glue which was spread
over the surface and followed by sprinkling the various stones and sand to create a random effect.
This process was undertaken several times. Further ‘misting’ of the surface was undertaken with a
combination of Tamiya Sky and Buff (XF 57) to give some variation in the ground colour.
With the ground work complete I could then start fixing the tank, figures and miscellaneous items in
place using either rapid set epoxy or PVA glue. The three crewmen are shown sitting around the card
table which in this case was made from jerry cans. To create additional interest, I have added a ration
box and steel bucket close to the crew with a steel tub placed close to the hut door.

Crew in final position

Close up of bucket and tub.

The buckets came from a Water pump kit produced by Miniart(3335) which I also originally wanted
to add, but with limited space, the scene would have become too ‘crowded’ so this was left out. With
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diorama’s it is a careful balancing act between the scene becoming ‘too busy’ with too much going on
and being devoid of interest for the eye with too little. I tend to follow the regime of ‘less is more’
although at times this can be difficult to judge.
Acknowledgement. Thanks to Luke Hayes who kindly supplied some of the materials used in the
diorama.
PICTURES OF THE COMPLETED DIORAMA.
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COMBRIG 1/700 SCALE. DD-356 USS PORTER.
BY PAT CAMP

For the last few months before I retired from
working life, I spent over half my time on
assignment in Canada. Wanting to continue
my modelling pastime within the constraints
of hotel (then rented) accommodation,
limited suitcase space and air travel
restrictions, I needed to find a small subject
that could be built without having to paint as
you go along. This resin kit by Combrig
measures a mere 17cm in length. It has been
sitting in my stash and awaiting my attention for quite a few years. I had also bought some PE details
and assembled some reference material over the intervening period and so all was ready to go. Even
though I love building ship models, it has been more than ten years since I last built one and so I was
really looking forward to working on this.
Owing to the long intervening period, I needed to go once more through ways of handling small parts
and rigging. I discovered new ways of doing things which I will describe in case you should find it
helpful for yourselves.
REFERENCES:
USS Porter - 1942, D H Jones & AlanRaven

Plastic Ship Modeler No 17.

USS Porter

Profile Morskie 23

Combrig model review by Steve Backer:

www.steelnavy.com/CombrigPorterEarlyW
ar.htm

DD-356 USS Porter 1942 by Richard Sliwka:

www.modelshipgallery.com/gallery/dd/dd356/350-rs-42/rs-index.html

The Ship Model Forum: Destroyers and www.shipmodels.info/mws_forum/viewtop
Frigates: “Calling all USS Porter and Somers ic.php
class (DD Leaders) fans:
USS Porter:

www.navalhistory.flixco.info/H/73914x530
56/8330/a0.htm
destroyerhistory.org/goldplater/porterclass

World War II ship camouflage measures of Wikipedia
the United States Navy.

USS Porter was the lead ship in a class of eight handsome looking vessels. Looking much like small
cruisers, they were well suited for surface engagements. However, the 5”/38 calibre main mounts
were single-purpose types with elevation limited to 35 degrees, rather than being dual-purpose types
that could be used for surface and anti-aircraft roles. Her lighter AA armament was also somewhat
thin, comprising two quad 1.1” mounts and, initially, half a dozen or so 0.5” machine guns.
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Porter went through a number of refits. In using photographs of the ship during the build of the model,
it was somewhat confusing to start with to figure out what was correct for the time. The Combrig kit
was supplied with Oerlikon guns. As it seems Porter may not have had these before her July 1942 refit
that set the timescale for depicting my model.
Porter was at sea at the time of the Pearl Harbour attack. She took part in the Guadalcanal campaign,
where she was one of two US ships sunk at the battle of Santa Cruz Islands. Both of these facts are
shared by the carrier CV-8 USS Hornet, which I also have in my limited collection of four ship models quite a coincidence.
I do like Combrig’s kits. They are beautifully mastered and cast. Some of the parts, such as the quad
1.1” mounts, have amazingly fine detail - I have no idea how they achieve it. The kit comes with a
limited amount of P.E., which includes items such as the bulwarks for each side of the main deck, radar
& director antennae and 20mm guns. However, I supplemented this with P.E. from White Ensign
Models for the Gleaves class of destroyers (mainly for the ship’s rails) plus others from the spares box.
GLUING TOGETHER...

The Combrig kit has an amazing level of detail.
Here we can see the quad 1.1” mount which is a
single resin casting.

Although I wanted to avoid painting during
assembly, I did apply dark blue at the very start
of assembly to those places that would be
inaccessible later.

Comparing the funnel rake against drawings and This was done by paring away the base until the
photographs showed that some adjustment was funnel sat at the correct slant. The funnels were
called for...
then superglued in place.
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The rear section of the forward superstructure has been glued into place. Life rafts and steps had been put
in place beforehand.
Work then moved to the structure around the second funnel. Detail was added to the funnels in terms
of various pipes from copper wire and P.E. ladders. There seemed to be some stowage cubicles missing
from the kit, so these were added from plasticard using photographs as reference. I later found that
these are likely to be stowage for spare torpedoes (there are some alongside the aft superstructure
as well) and should therefore have been a single, longer piece each side, rather than two.

I spent a long time trying to figure out whether the ship had one or two boats installed. It seemed there
was only one, on the starboard side from after the July 1942 refit. A strip of P.E. fret was bent and glued
to the underside of the boat as a support….

The boat was then glued into place and fitted out with oars from a spare P.E. set, davits and hoisting
ropes from .002” wire.
My smug smile of satisfaction disappeared from my face when I read that it should have been a motor
boat!
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A pair of depth charge throwers, storage
racks and handling davits were added to
each side of the aft superstructure. The
depth charges are cut from 0.6 mm
diameter plastic rod (a scale diameter of
18”). A cutting guide was made by drilling
a hole into 1mm thick plastic sheet. The
end of the rod was placed into the hole and
cut through, leaving the required length
for the depth charge (28 scale inches) in
the cutting guide.
Eight sets of four depth charges were
glued to some plastic strip for use as
storage racks along the side of the ship
and for the longer racks at the stern. Four
individual depth charges were glued onto
launchers, also made from the same
diameter of rod.

Here the stern depth charges have been
positioned within P.E. racks.

PAINTING.
Enamel paints thinned with Gunze Self-Levelling thinner were used throughout. The instructions and
references say that Porter was repainted from Measure 11 to Measure 21 in 1942. Whilst I followed
that, I do have some reservations as this change only just seemed to be coming into play when Porter
was in for her refit that July. The difference between the two is that the ship would be in overall 5-N
Navy Blue, vs 5-S Sea Blue. The decks in both cases remain 20-B.
There seem to have been concerns raised at the time about light colours undermining the camouflage,
even so far as to the crew’s attire when on deck. Although painting the crew’s “Dixie cup” hats at
1/700 scale is somewhat challenging, they were dyed blue from that time onwards, rather than being
white. That will be one of the final things that get painted on my model! Also, despite photos of Porter
following her July 1942 refit showing the 5” mounts to have light coloured blast bags (blast bags are
also known as “bucklers”), I have assumed they would have been made darker by the crew as the ship
returned to service, so painted them dark blue.
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Various detail parts have been left on their Painting commenced with Revell 78. This
resin pour blocks for painting. Cocktail sticks would be the darkest of the paints used and
have been glued into the blocks for holding was applied into areas of shade.
the parts.

Blobs of Blu-Tack were placed where A highlighting shade was added using
shadows would be cast from the parts that Humbrol 144. This was directed from above.
have yet to be added, such as gun mounts
and torpedo tubes.

The Blu-Tack has been removed and a mix of
White Ensign Models Colorcoats US10 Deck
Blue 20B and 50% Humbrol gloss varnish
applied to the decks.

Painting was completed by applying a mix of
White Ensign Models Colorcoats US08 D5-N
Navy Blue and 50% Humbrol gloss varnish to
the sides of the ship, particularly in areas of
shade.

Dry brushed highlights were added using oil paints. Port lights were picked out using a dark green oil
mix. Maybe dark grey would have been a better choice, as it was difficult to remove any excess green
paint without leaving a blemish. I did not paint any boot topping along the hull.
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FURTHER DETAILING.

The foremast was cut from a tapered pin
used by watchmakers. The length was
gauged from drawings and photographs.
The 14mm long yardarm was from brass
wire. Some P.E. ladders and other details
have been added.
I failed to notice until too late that some of
the moulded deck sides on the bridge and
above the pilot house should have been
replaced by P.E. railing.

I used .002” stainless steel wire for the
halyards. These were laid out onto low-tack
tape with them coming together just off the
edge of the tape where they were superglued.
Notice how use has been made of the curve in
the wire to represent sag. The shrouds were
then trimmed to length before placing as subassemblies onto the flag deck and mast yard.

Further rigging was added from fine wire: .002” for halyards, .004” for stays & shrouds and .005” for
structural frames between the forward superstructure and first funnel. I wanted to try the fine wire
for this purpose, but it was fiddly and prone to damage. It was probably as difficult as I found heat
stretched sprue to be on my last model. The wires were blackened using a Sharpie pen before cutting
to size. Aerials were from superfine Uschi elastic thread. My first model (Tamiya’s Indianapolis) used
elastic thread throughout, but that was fiddly as well. I guess I need to build more models to decide
on what suits me best.
A radar antenna plus lots of other detail paraphernalia were added to the main mast, using photos of
the ship as a basis.

The Blu-Tack on the tip of a cocktail stick was used
to hold parts being cut from the P.E. fret. This
stopped the parts from pinging into oblivion. It was
also easy to transfer the part to the cutting mat,
manipulate it for trimming, or to place on the lowtack adhesive “holding area”.
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I used Superglue without problem in my younger years. I have
since then developed a sensitivity to it: just the faintest odour
from it gives me cold symptoms for days.
I found this in Canada: Bob Smith Industries “super-gold”
foam safe, but you can get it in the UK if you can bear the high
postage costs. It is water thin and takes longer to cure than
regular superglues, which is perfect for gluing P.E. and resin. I
have also used it to glue a canopy onto an aircraft and it did
this brilliantly - there was no fogging of the transparency. It
honestly has transformed things for the better for me and I
strongly recommend it to all.

The kit had an insufficient number of life rafts The life raft assemblies Blu-Tacked onto some
supplied: 13 were needed but only 10 wood strip for airbrushing.
supplied. The problem seemed to be that the
ship had single life rafts in some locations and
pairs (placed one behind the other)
elsewhere, and that the second one of these
had been omitted. Three additional ones
were bent from wire and attached by
superglue. Support frames were made from
short pieces of 1/350 railings.

Looking like flies stuck to fly paper, I used low
tack masking tape (3M Scotch 2070) to hold
detailed parts for assembly. Here the P.E.
shields are being glued onto the 20mm
Oerlikon mounts. The tacky paper allows you
to place the part for easy picking up by
tweezers for handling. At other times, the tape
was used as a holding area for parts so they
would not get lost.
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The guns and shields of the 20mm Oerlikon
mounts were supplied as P.E. items by Combrig
and the pedestals were in resin. The gun locates
into a very fine slot in the top of the pedestal
that was barely visible. The distinctive shoulder
rests had to bent to shape, but I could not see a
way to do this so cut them off and reattached
them at the end.
I added depth to the ammunition drums using
discs punched from plasticard. A cocktail stick
with a blob of Blu-Tack transferred the disc to
the gun.

Here are the shoulder rests ready for gluing into
position. It took a bit of head scratching on how
to do this (Blu-Tack on a cocktail stick would be
unlikely to work this time), but once again the
low-tack tape was used. One, longer, sliver of
tape holds the part by the shoulder rests. A
shorter piece is placed at the other end, so the
tweezers can be released without the tape
sticking to them…..

Superglue has been added to the two parts and
they are brought together and held in position
for the glue to set. In each case I was able to lift
the tape from the shoulder rests without
breaking the glue joint, but it was probably the
most fiddly thing I have done. Had this not been
the case, I would have released the tape from the
tweezers and then peeled of the tape later, once
the joint had set up.
You have to get everything correctly lined up and
orientated, so firstly getting the part squarely
lined up on the tape helped a lot in doing this.
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Ships rails (technically known as “life lines”)
were cut slightly oversize from the fret. They
were curved to match the hull profile using a
roller and rubber pad. A lot of trial fits and
adjustments can be expected. It may prove
necessary to trim the pieces into shorter lengths
if the upward curvature causes a large gap.

I use Micro Liquitape to hold the parts prior to
supergluing. I transfer a small drop from the
bottle to my work area first of all. Then use a
pointy tool to place dots of it along the railing
route. Leave it for a minute to become tacky.
Locate the rail into position so it is held in the
right place. You can get one or two shots at
doing this before the glue loses its stickiness, in
which case the best thing is to remove the dot
with a moistened brush and then apply a fresh
spot. Superglue can then be added to make the
joint permanent. I also like to use the superglue
to fill any gaps between the rail and deck.
I use the same method for attaching small resin
and P.E. details as well.

Some 1/700 P.E. figures were added to the model. Some paint touch-ups were made and then matt
varnish applied to cover any shiny glue marks.
I dropped a clanger with the anchors. Having spent an age investigating how the anchor chains and
links should be laid out, I committed glue to P.E. and put them in place as best I thought. I then noticed
that one anchor - and obviously its associated chains - was removed during the July 1942 refit. If I left
the anchor off, then the (firmly attached!) chains should not be present. So my US Porter has two bow
anchors, rather than the one.

It was difficult to find hull “356” number decals
on the market. Fortunately, I found the decal
sheet left over from a 1/48th Jeep had the
numbers I needed. The 5 was applied in each of
the four positions first of all and left to set. The
3 and the 6 were then applied each side,
carefully lining them up. Johnson’s Klear was
used so as to avoid silvering. This was successful
in all but one place.
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The US flag was taken from Gold Medal The selected flag decal was put onto a thin
Models decal sheet.
lead foil using Johnson’s Klear. Notice the use
of low tack paper to hold the decal & its
backing paper during the soaking &
positioning work.
Once fully cured, the lead foil was trimmed
back to the flag. A second decal was then
placed on the other side.
The sandwich was given a final dip in Klear.
The lead allowed some folds to be teased into
the flag before it was glued to the pole on the
aft superstructure.

Flag in position on battle flag staff located on
the aft superstructure.
BASE.
Making a convincing seascape to place your model is a big challenge. The Model Warships website
have kindly assembled these into a single place in their tips section, and so I perused this first of all.
As before, I found the article “Wake Patterns” by Donald Simon to be most helpful in getting my
thoughts straight.
As I had some textured glass left over from previous builds, I decided to try this first. I thought I could
“add depth” by placing some tinted Perspex beneath and also try painting effects for water swell and
ship’s wave pattern. The idea was to have some fun experimenting and reduce the risk of the result
turning out like a dog’s dinner:
[1] Top layer: textured glass with ship’s waves added from gel and painted with oils.
[2] Plastic film with wave and wake tints & patterns.
[3] Blue tinted Perspex.
[4] Plastic film with sea swell pattern.
[5] Bottom layer to reflect or absorb light (whatever seemed to work best).
After one or two calculations taken from Donald Simon’s work, I laid out wave patterns onto a sheet
of paper, along with a waterline profile of the destroyer. This was placed into a clear plastic document
wallet and the wave patterns were airbrushed on (for layers 2&3). It took four attempts before I had
something I was happy with.
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Paper wave pattern placed in a clear plastic A loose mask template was cut to match the
wallet. Humbrol Non-Specular blue was used wave profile.
to spray the hull profile.

The wave profile and wake has been added
using a mixture of NS blue with white. This
fourth attempt is a lot more restrained than
the previous attempts which had larger areas
and more solid colour.

The reverse of the clear plastic pocket has
been painted with orange stripes (read on
before laughing!) to represent the sea swell.
This could have been done with dark blue I
suppose, but I was interested to see how it
would turn out. Orange was chosen because
it is the complementary colour to blue (lies on
the opposite side of the artist’s colour wheel),
the idea being that blue light would be
absorbed rather than reflected back up
through the Perspex. Anyway, it seems to
have worked and I was happy with the result.
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Several colours were tried for the bottom
layer and aluminium foil was selected. The
foil had a number of creases which actually
improved the result.

The components (including the glass) were
subsequently trimmed to fit the dimensions
of a display case.

The base of the display case purchased on e- The central part of the base has been
bay. Unfortunately, the clear top has some removed: the glass will fit within this.
cracks that had to be repaired (but at least I
had my money refunded).

This piece of ply has been cut to fit into the ...and
bottom of the base…...

aluminium

foil

glued

to

it.
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The orange striped plastic film has been laid
onto the aluminium foil and the Perspex
sheet laid on top….

Now the top plastic film with the wake
patterns has been added.

The textured glass laid into the cut-out of
the display case.

USS Porter epoxied to glass base. Care was
taken to make sure the ship was centred
above the shaded area of the base.

Trials creating waves were carried out using I tried a range of tools - the soft, pointy
Faller “Wasser-Effekt” on a glass off-cut.
sculpting tool worked best.
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The bow waves were created by laying
Wasser-Effekt onto some sticky label
backing paper (a really useful thing to keep
in your modelling box!). The bend was
sharper at one end than the other. Once
cured, the material was teased off the
backing paper and set into position using
more Wasser-Effekt.

The Wasser-Effekt is white when applied and
cures to a high level of transparency. It does
shrink on curing, but layers can be built up
fairly easily. I completed the wake patterns
after three sessions and it was very
enjoyable to do.

The waves were painted using oils. A dash of cerulean blue was added to titanium white and used
from the tube. The colour was applied along just the one side of each wave crest (the side towards
the ship) and then the paint feathered into the glass. This can be done by carefully drawing the paint
along with a dry brush. The edges can be feathered further by using the brush in a stabbing action,
pausing now and again to remove paint collected on the brush tip.

Neat titanium white oil paint was then used for the
tumbling water. This was applied wet-on-wet over the
layer just mentioned. I experimented as I worked, but
found the best method was to use a finely pointed
brush and apply the white to the crests as a series of
thin curved lines.
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I was very pleased with how the model was progressing, but there was room for improvement. Firstly,
the wake behind the ship did not look too convincing. I decided that the painted plastic film beneath
the glass needed to to airbrushed lighter. Unfortunately, I badly damaged the ship’s mast, radar
antenna and rigging as I took the base apart. I have therefore put the model to one side for now until
I decide on whether to repair it and how.

The completed model - but already in need of repair!

The second area of improvement was the Wasser-Effekt waves: there are some sharp ridges and
trenches that became all too visible under the titanium white paint layer. A fresh, smoothed layer of
Wasser-Effekt will be applied once the titanium white oil paint has fully dried. Some further paint will
be applied along the hull at the water line, this will be a thin line that rises and dips to represent the
swell. I did this on my Indianapolis model and liked the effect.
So there we are. In summary, I have to say that I am a great fan of the Combrig kits, had enormous
fun building Porter and developed some new techniques along the way. It gave me a lot of pleasure
looking at the model up until the time of the mishap.
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NEW KID ON THE BLOCK
BY CHRIS PHILLIPS

With the sudden growth of model manufacturers over the past few years, I thought it time I caught
up with one in particular. My bread and butter kits are 1/72 Revell or 1/76 Airfix with a few Dragon
/Fujimi /Hasegawa thrown in for good measure. To go off the beaten track normally entailed using a
resin kit (Matador or Kingfisher).
Now a new kit manufacturer has appeared in the form of Modelcollect, a Chinese company with the
same ethos as Takon/MENG. Supplying kits with fantastic detail, a high number of parts and photoetch
to boot, but the real draw for me is the subjects. They are not afraid to put out enormous wheeled
trucks i.e. tank transporters /missile launchers / radar rigs etc.
However as a trial I thought I would start with something simple! A T80UM Russian tank.
I started this one, thinking along the lines of Airfix, half a dozen bits slapped together in an evening,
job done .WRONG ! THE PARTS COUNT EXCEEDED 200 and the turret alone had 134, all well detailed.
As an example, Revell would produce the smoke dischargers as a complete item, Modelcollect chose
to split that down to the mounting bracket (P.E) and 5 separate barrels!
THE KIT
This kit consisted of a full (large) box of sprues, decal sheet, and a sheet of photo etch. Priced at £17
it initially seemed a bit steep, but as time went on it was money well spent.
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RESEARCH
This particular tank was a prototype first shown at an arms fair in Russia, consisting of the basic t80
with a gas turbine engine developing in excess of 1000 hp. On to this was added a newer style of
reactive armour and a few gadgets designed to defeat at missiles...IT has since been superseded and
was never made in any significant numbers. It has a main gun of 125mm capable of firing a range of
ammo.
THE BUILD
This kit starts with the sub-assemblies for the turret. These were the weapons station (very fiddley),
cupola, reactive armour, turret basket, not forgetting the snorkel assembly on the turret rear. The
turret itself was a one piece item with smaller detail added, (revel would mould it in one),, in hindsight
the metal barrel can be a nuisance because once fitted to the chassis the turret would turn in the
direction of gravity if handled allowing, it to fall off if not careful, add to this you lose the detail
moulded into the plastic version, also supplied.
The chassis tub was well detailed underneath, with the suspension moulded on two separate side
panels ,front and rear plates were next then top of the chassis ,,the wheels consisted of two discs and
a central hub, followed by the drive sprocket again two halves but also an outer set of teeth. Next up
was the link and length tracks, these were easy to assemble correctly provided time was taken to align
the sprockets (because Russian tracks tend to be “open” it pays to leave the last link at the bottom
under a road wheel in case of a small gap),, this assembly is followed by the track guards and engine
deck plate. For the adventurous an engine could be scratch built and added (not me, too many kits
not enough time).
PAINT
I gave the kit a Tamiya primer coat because of the p.e.and fuse wire I used for cables. This was followed
by Tamiya raf dark green ,the final camo colour being nato black (yes I did cheat and used the primer
as a camo colour ,to keep down the number of coats thus enhancing detail).for the same reason I only
put varnish for decals where it was needed.
DECALS
The sheet consisted of a few specific to the T80 ,but in the main there was just a set of generic numbers
and letters along with the army insignia., ,once complete a layer of varnish was applied to seal it all in.
WEATHERING
The fun part.! First up was a weathering dye that was water based, once dry it can be removed where
required by cotton bud dipped in water. This was followed by dry brushing to enhance raised detail, a
pencil was used to add wear to some prominent surfaces showing bear metal. Finely weathering
powder was used on the lower parts of the chassis, (mud green /Revell).
DEBRIEF
This is a lovely little kit and I have been pleasantly surprised by the quality and attention to detail. For
this reason I’ll have gone out and bought more, (cruise missile/ perishing/ smirch etc.)
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CLUB DIARY 2018/2019
2018
December 18th

Xmas Night
2019

January 2nd

Early Club Night

January 16th

Late Club Night

February 6th

Early Club Night

February

20th

Late Club Night

March 6th
March

Early Club Night
Late Club Night- St George
Competition

May 1st

Early Club Night

15th

Poole Model Show

May 4th

Tangmere Model Show

TBA

Salisbury Model Show

July 14th

ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW 2019

TBA

Avon Model Show

September 14th

Farnborough ModelFest

TBA

Bovington Model Show -Late

November
10th/11th

Scale Model World 2019

Late Club Night

June 5th

Early Club Night

19th

Late Club Night

July 3rd

Early Club Night

July 17th

Late Club Night – Airfix Competition

August 7th

Early Club Night

August 21st

Late Club Night

September 4th

Early Club Night

September 18th

Late Club Night

October 2th

Early Club Night

October 16th

Late Club Night

November 6th

Early Club Night

November 20th

Annual Competition

December 4th

Early Club Night

December

April 13th

Late Club Night

April 17th

June

Bovington Model Show -Early

Early Club Night

20th

April 3rd

May

February 16th
/17th

18th

Xmas Club Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday December 18th

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tony Adams
Paul Adams

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 01794 519153
Tel: 07736555664

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
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Show Secretary
Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208
Competition Secretary Sean Summers

email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Gray Sharpling
Pat Camp
Karl Scammell

Chris Phillips
Karl Scammell
Dave Pogson
Malcolm Grant

FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

BACK ISSUES
For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2018
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